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1. Executive Summary
This report describes and analyses some examples of resource discovery services (in
Australia, Canada, the Netherlands and Sweden) incorporating national union catalogues,
and also examines some commercial and non-commercial services which incorporate
resource discovery as a key part of their operations.
In partnership with RLUK, JISC has set up a Resource Discovery Taskforce to focus on
defining the vision and requirements for the provision of a shared UK infrastructure for
resource discovery for libraries, archives and museums to support education and research.
It is important for the Taskforce to be aware of relevant services, infrastructures and
technologies used in other countries and in the commercial sector for resource discovery.
The purpose of this report is to provide the Taskforce with that information. The report
should be read in that context.
It is not possible to condense the description of each service into this Summary in a
meaningful way. However, there are some common strategic challenges facing the
national resource discovery services, and they are taking similar approaches to solving
them.
Common challenges include:
•
•
•
•

Making services more welcoming to those accustomed to using Google and social
networking sites
Enabling discovery across media types
Ensuring that the information contained in library catalogues is exposed as widely
as possible
Making it as easy as possible to move from finding an item to getting it

Common solutions include:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Redesigning interfaces
Incorporating relevance ranking, faceted search and results clustering, as well as
features such as ‘Did you mean…?’
Importing book cover art, reviews and tagging from sources such as Amazon and
LibraryThing (these services are examined in the report)
Improving and extending metadata
Taking library data out to users in various ways rather than expecting them to
come and find it. Examples include exposing records via Google BookSearch,
Google Scholar and Yahoo! either directly or via WorldCat; embedding search
boxes in Facebook; making the entire catalogue available in Linked Data
Tying finding more tightly to getting, for example by deep linking to the
catalogues of a user’s local library; providing pre-paid non-mediated Inter Library
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Loan accounts for users; linking to bookshops’ websites; experimenting with
home delivery
The national resource discovery services face some dilemmas and barriers as well:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Very limited resources in comparison with commercial services, especially in the
current economic situation. This applies whether the services are directly
taxpayer-funded or dependent on subscriptions from libraries
Balancing the need to integrate into the wider network for greater visibility with
the desire to not to become too dependent on large and powerful organisations
such as Google
Breaking down technical and human/organisational barriers in order to present a
more coherent discovery environment to users, for example, enabling single
search across media types, integrating multiple portals
Making crucial technology decisions (for example, on open source, buy or build,
semantic web technologies) when the environment is changing so rapidly
Balancing public accountability and a culture of caution against the need to take
risks and adopt a ‘beta’ approach to development
The need to scope what national resource discovery services should and should
not encompass e.g. there may be a temptation to try to build a community where
it’s not appropriate or feasible

For the sake of convenience, the other services are referred to as ‘commercial’, though
their business models differ considerably.
Drivers for these services include:
•
•
•
•

Shaping their services to compete effectively, which in turn may or may not imply
selling more to the user, but in all cases implies creating and sustaining users’
trust
This is bound up with creating an environment in which users value and trust the
contributions of other users, and satisfying their desire to pass their own
knowledge and opinions on to others
To be competitive, these services must be able to provide user-friendly interfaces,
additional features, depth of content and a sufficiently large user community to
maintain content and ensure freshness
A business model that enables partnerships is critical

Challenges and barriers for these services:
•
•

The main barrier facing most of the services is the presence of a strong leading
competitor, making it difficult for the others to get traction
Small numbers of users and small volumes of metadata restrict the usefulness of
both automated and human-based recommendation and evaluation services; in
addition, a relatively small proportion of active users means the services have to
attract large total user numbers
6
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•

A key challenge for smaller services is to retain access to (preferably open)
sources of data required for sustainability

Conclusions specific to national resource discovery services
•
•
•

•

All of the services examined in this report understand that change is vital if library
catalogues are to retain relevance and visibility in the wider networked discovery
environment
Some have made more progress towards change than others, but they are on
similar paths, albeit with variations according to circumstances and strategies
There is a need to make more concerted ongoing efforts to understand users’
needs and behaviours (not only when developing new interfaces) and where
appropriate, segment their user bases and market services more effectively to
these different groups
Community features need scale and the services are right to follow the path of
relying on tags and reviews from e.g. LibraryThing and Amazon, though this does
imply dependence on services which are outwith their control

Overall conclusions, which apply to all services:
•

Scale is vital for user-generated material: both the size of the user community and the
size of the metadata collection will make a considerable different to a service’s ability
to attract and retain users.

•

The increasing dependence of resource discovery services (both commercial and noncommercial) on a number of large external datasets is of interest. This
interdependence seems to be at the data level: as yet, functionality is not shared
between the resource discovery services studied here. Although not at the moment an
area for concern, dependence on data from other resource discovery services can
cause some problems—as the recent reaction to OCLC’s change of policy on
WorldCat records illustrates. In the long term, it may pay to monitor the risks of a
monoculture for data. Models that allow many smaller services to contribute data, or
for their data to be used in real-time, may offer some insurance against data
monocultures.

•

More needs to be done to understand user journeys: individual sites monitor what
users do, but the way they move between different sites is not known. This would
help analyse how users get to resource discovery services and what they do once they
have finished. Understanding user journeys would also help to elucidate the
relationship between (for example) either identifying a book through Amazon and
then using a union catalogue to locate a copy to borrow; or finding something in a
union catalogue that was not available to borrow locally and purchasing a copy.
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2. Introduction
This report was commissioned by JISC on behalf of the Resource Discovery Taskforce.
The aim of the report is to inform the work of the Taskforce by examining the strategies
and operations of several resource discovery services in other countries and also by
drawing lessons from non-traditional commercial and other services that provide
discovery as part of their offerings.
The ultimate purpose of describing and analyzing these services is to assist the Taskforce
in its discussions about what the strategy for resource discovery in the UK should be.
This has determined the structure of the report and the focus on particular areas which
need to be addressed in shaping what is to be done in the UK. It is important that the
report be read in that context. In particular, what has been said in the report should be
seen as part of a discussion about the direction that the UK should take, rather than as any
implied criticism of the services being analysed here.
In so far as opinions are expressed or judgments made, these are those of Rightscom, not
the Taskforce or the JISC.

3. Overview of services under consideration
The services under consideration fall into two main groups:
•
•

National library and higher education resource discovery services, built around union
catalogues and national bibliographies
Commercial and non-commercial services, with diverse purposes, but linked by
including discovery as a more or less important part of their operations, which are
connected with, but not exclusively concerned with, books

The report will examine the services individually and take a horizontal perspective by
looking at common features and how the different services embody them, as well as key
innovations.

1 National libraries discovery services/union
catalogues
1.1 Libraries Australia
http://librariesaustralia.nla.gov.au/apps/kss
1.1.1 Nature of the service
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Libraries Australia is a resource discovery service, based on the Australian National
Bibliographic Database (ANBD) containing the national union catalogue, which
comprises approximately 42m items held by 1,000 Australian member libraries. Libraries
Australia also gives access to a number of non-Australian databases, including UK and
Irish university libraries, OCLC and the national union catalogue of New Zealand. The
service facilitates both “finding” and “getting” from the libraries themselves and from
online publishers and bookshops. As well as Libraries Australia, the Library provides
resource discovery points for images (Picture Australia); music (Music Australia) and
dance (Australia Dancing) ;historic newspapers (Australian Newspapers); a web archive
(PANDORA); and access to theses and papers in Australian Research Online..
The underlying infrastructure has gone through various transformations in the last decade
and is in the midst of another, as part of the National Library of Australia’s ‘single
business’ and service-oriented architecture (SOA) approach. As part of this approach,
Libraries Australia has a new integrated search interface to allow a single point of access
to all the collections mentioned above (see strategy and technical sections for more
details).

1.1.2 Brief history
Online access to the ANBD has existed since 1981, originally mainly used to support
shared cataloguing. In 1999 the Kinetica service replaced the Australian Bibliographic
Network, providing access both to the ANBD and a range of international union
catalogues. It also supported shared cataloguing, interlibrary lending, co-operative
collection development and searching by individual researchers whose institutions paid a
subscription.
Following a major redevelopment of Kinetica, the resource discovery service is now
known as Libraries Australia, and was launched in 2004 with a Google-like search
interface. In 2006 search became available free of charge to all end-users; other services
are available on subscription.
Slightly confusingly, the catalogue of the National Library itself has also been
undergoing a revamp since 2008 and now has features such as links to Wikipedia,
Amazon and Google BookSearch from within results, cover art from Google
BookSearch, tags from LibraryThing and many other changes. For an account of these
see http://catalogue.nla.gov.au/Help/Work.
In mid-2008, the National Library of Australia established a project to build a ‘single
business discovery service’, encompassing many types of resources and databases, as
well as the ANBD. This is discussed in more detail below.
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1.1.3 Governance
Libraries Australia is a service co-ordinated by the National Library of Australia, under
the Libraries Australia Advisory Committee. As well as three people elected by and from
the entire library membership of the Libraries Australia service, the Committee is made
up of members from key stakeholder groups, including special libraries, university
libraries, State and Territory libraries and public libraries.

1.1.4 Service/Business model
The service operates on a partial cost recovery basis with a subsidy from NLA, but has
historically operated at or slightly above marginal cost recovery, allowing the Library to
support growth and development. According to the Libraries Australia Strategic Plan July
2007-July 2010 1 the costs of running the service are around A$5m per year, of which
approximately A$4m is recovered from subscribing libraries. The National Library
provides a direct annual subsidy of about A$1m and an internal service charge of
$A300,000 is attributed as an offset to costs for its own use of the service.
While search is free, there are varied subscription levels for individuals, universities, and
other libraries for the document delivery, shared cataloguing and other services. Payment
of a subscription by an individual or through an institution, also gives access to enhanced
services for end-users such as advanced searching options, personalization of the service,
saving records, and email alerts for new material.

1.1.5 Getting an item
Each item has a ‘Get this item’ button on the initial results and full record screens (see
screenshot).
If an item is online, a tab displays links to digital objects and/or any online information
about the item, which is also displayed in the full record screen. If there are no online
links to this item, the tab will not display. Libraries holding the physical item are listed
and many links take the user direct to the catalogue entry in the local OPAC. Bookshop
links are also displayed and but these seem simply to take the user to the home page;
Libraries Australia offers to deep link to its online inventory if the bookshop wishes to,
but even Alibris, Abebooks and B&N haven't - Amazon doesn't seem to be there.
If an item is in the National Library’s own collection there is a Copies Direct service
which will supply copies for a charge, subject to copyright limitations. It is not especially
easy to locate the form, but it is referred to in the Help section after a user clicks on ‘Get
this’.
There is a home delivery pilot for physical items or digitisation on demand, described
below.
1

http://www.nla.gov.au/librariesaustralia/documents/strategic_directions_2007-2010.pdf
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1.1.6 Usage and user behaviour
A customer and stakeholder satisfaction survey of member libraries was undertaken in
2006-7, mainly to test perceptions of the new Libraries Australia service, and it recorded
higher satisfaction levels than with the Kinetica service (survey 2002): up from 81% to
88%. However, library practitioners still viewed Libraries Australia as too difficult for
end-users to search and believed that it is not relevant for accessing e-resources or ejournal articles. Respondents also didn’t expect it to deliver access to full text. These are
limitations which the service intends to address.
Search activity appears to be higher than targeted since the new Libraries Australia
search interface was launched to the public in January 2006. Over 14 million searches
took place in 2007-8 compared with 12m in 2006-7, of which 2.2 million (or 15%) used
the free service compared with 1.6m or 13% in 2006-7.

1.1.7 Strategy
The well-known changes in users’ information behaviour, notably the preference for
beginning discovery activity with generic search engines, and the expectation of access to
full text online, are key elements driving Libraries Australia’s strategies of free, simple
search, exposing records via WorldCat and Google, and trying to ensure that as much
digital material as possible is made available. Where a user cannot get full text, the
process of getting the item must be made as easy as possible. The trend for users to
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become active creators of content rather than passive recipients also drives the provision
of facilities for tagging, reviews and recommendations.
As well as these drivers, which are common to all resource discovery services, Libraries
Australia also has a specific remit to document the history and culture of Australia,
ensuring that “a significant record of Australia and Australians is collected and
safeguarded”. 2
Another key part of the strategic context is the recognition that while digital material will
become more important than ever, there will still be a need to build and maintain print
collections and provide means for users to access these more easily.

1.1.7.1 Increased visibility of the database
This is being achieved in various ways
•
•
•
•
•

The ability for local systems to implement a Libraries Australia search box
The service records are available to third party systems via Z39.50
Libraries Australia has a Wikipedia entry
Partnerships with OCLC and with Google (see below)
The service has its own Facebook page, which provides the ability to search Libraries
Australia from Facebook. Users are encouraged to install this on their profile, become
a ‘fan’ and share it with friends.

1.1.7.2 Improving both front-end and back-end processes
Front end: search and fulfillment
•

•

There is a recognition of the need for continuous improvement to search
functionality, specifically through the implementation of relevance ranking, clustering
and contextualization of result sets and also allowing users to collaborate in
developing and interpreting content
Implement new models of unmediated delivery

Back-end
•

Enhancement of record import and export services to make data available to other
online services and participate in the collaborative development of trusted
aggregations of metadata and full text indexes

2

Pam Gatenby “Rapid and easy access: finding and getting resources in Australian libraries and cultural
institutions” Paper given at IFLA World Library and Information Congress 2007.
http://www.ifla.org.sg/IV/ifla73/papers/113-Gatenby-en.pdf
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•
•

Improve processes to link discovery with delivery even where manual processes are
involved and there are conditions imposed on access
Working with standards bodies to facilitate end-to-end processes

1.1.7.3 Partnerships and business relationships
Google
Libraries Australia has been working with Google to expose its records to Google.com,
Google Scholar and Google BookSearch.
As well as providing a direct route from Google to Libraries Australia records, supporting
discovery through Google increases access to full text material by providing links to
Australian works digitised by libraries outside Australia and in collections such as Project
Gutenberg, the Million Book Project and so on.
OCLC
Libraries Australia records are available through WorldCat and exposed to search engines
via Open WorldCat and through WorldCat.org. A new agreement with OCLC in 2007
also provides for, among other things, greater use of OCLC data as back up for
Australian libraries and the incorporation of OCLC’s workset identifiers into ANBD in
order to improve search, through clustering of versions of a work together in search
results.
Serials Solutions
Serials Solutions is supplying records for Australian serials to be loaded into ANBD. This
is part of the strategic goal of improving access to e-journals through Libraries Australia.
Other partnerships
•
•

Flickr: the library has arranged to harvest metadata for Australian images to add to
the Pictures Australia service (integrated into a single search in the new beta service).
Destra Media: an agreement has been made with the commercial music service to
enhance Music Australia (a collection of sound recordings, music scores and musicrelated material) with free 30-second samples and the ability navigate directly to a
download service to purchase tracks.

1.1.8 Single Business Discovery Service (SBDS) prototype
http://sbdsproto.nla.gov.au/sbdp-ui/
As part of the Service Oriented Architecture (see architecture/technical section below), a
new search service has been developed, with a single interface providing access to
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resources previously discoverable in the separate services (e.g. Music Australia,
PANDORA, Australia Research Online ,Australia Dancing etc.) and also to freely
available digital material anywhere in the world. It has been built on the Lucene open
source search platform, supporting improved relevance ranking, faceted browsing and the
presentation of results using the FRBR model to collocate versions of a work. The
prototype, operating on a copy of the databases, without some of the planned features
(and with some ‘bugs’) can be seen at the link above. The beta service is due to be
released in October 2009.
The new interface can be seen in the screenshot below.

1.1.8.1 User-centred design
To inform the development of the single discovery service, potential users were engaged
in a ‘card sort’ project to examine how they categorised the types of resources that are
contained in the database (e.g. manuscripts, ephemera, maps, sound recordings, images).
The types of user targeted were: students (university, high school, primary school);
family historians; librarians (searching on behalf of a patron); the general public;
teachers; writers. Users from each type were recruited, with the exception of writers.
The prototype has been publicly available since the beginning of July and feedback is
invited from users.
1.1.8.2 Features of the current prototype service
•
•

A single search across both metadata and full text.
The results of a search are divided into a number of categories. The categories have
been chosen based on the results of user testing, the ability to provide useful
relevance ranking, and some technical issues.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

The ability to search each of the categories separately.
Facets, to refine search results.
A first attempt at grouping different versions of an item, in an FRBR-like grouping
based on OCLC Work Identifiers and other information.
Relevance ranking of each category.
Spelling suggestions
Links to existing delivery systems to view online items:
o Australian Newspapers for the newspaper articles
o Picture Australia for photos
o Pandora for websites
The National Library delivery system for other items (such as books, maps, audio
recordings of interviews, printed music, artworks and photos held by the National
Library).
Deep linking to the OPACs of selected holdings libraries
1.1.8.3

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Future features planned

Suggestions based on subject authority matching
Links to book acquisition and borrowing services
Personalisation
Download of records/citations
Authentication/authorisation
Matching of name permutations e.g. "John David White" matching with "J.D.White"
Searching external targets such as Google Books and Amazon.
Reviews from Amazon (expected in the near future)
A more sophisticated homepage for each item category.
Advanced search screens
Facilities for users to tag, provide comments, etc.
Lists of items based on a theme, created by library staff or by anyone. (i.e. "trails")
RSS feeds
Support for mobile devices
Support for citing resources

Negotiations are taking place to allow LibraryThing tags to be imported, but this is not
yet certain to happen. LibraryThing tags are being used in the National Library’s own
catalogue.

1.1.9 Architecture/technical approach
The current search service is supported by a metadata repository and search system based
on TeraText software from SAIC. Cataloguing and document delivery are supported by
OCLC PICA’s CBS and VDX software respectively.
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The new National Library Catalogue uses the VuFind open source toolkit developed by
VillaNova University in Pennsylvania. It supports features such as relevance ranking,
faceted refinement of search results, links to related information in web services such as
Amazon and Wikipedia.
1.1.9.1 SOA and single business approach
The Library published an IT Architecture Project Report in March 2007, which made the
case for a service-oriented architecture (SOA) and a single business approach, as well as
regularly examining open source solutions where they are “robust and functional”, and
returning intellectual property created to the public domain. The benefits of SOA are seen
as greater efficiency and flexibility:
•
•
•
•
•
•

being able to stretch the IT resources of the Library further because services that are
developed are re-used;
bugs are fixed once to apply to all contexts;
enhancements are available to all applications that use the functionality;
interfaces can easily be established with third party services;
prototypes are easily developed:
underlying technologies can be changed without affecting the applications

Under the single business approach, the Library will regard its digital library services as a
single business with a single data corpus that can be deployed in a range of contexts,
which moves away from developing separate applications with overlapping functionality,
which cannot be sustained indefinitely. New requirements would not lead to a new
application being developed but something that would be seen as an enhancement to be
deployed across all relevant business contexts.
Discovery and access are seen as the key area where a single business approach would
have most benefit. Crucially, it would not matter where users began their search – a
generic search box, a specific ‘pictures’ search, or in Google – the data corpus searched
would be the same, though the results might give a contextual ranking.
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Proposed discovery and access architecture

The prototype SBDS search service examined above has been developed in-house using:
• the Java programming language
• SOLR/Lucene for indexing
• MySQL for record clustering
• Jetty and Restlets as the HTTP container, FreeMarker as the templating language

1.1.10

Future plans

Home delivery pilot: the Rethinking Resource Sharing Reference Group is investigating
end-user requesting and home delivery of items, with participation from a number of
state, public and academic libraries. This would involve the physical delivery of the item
to a user’s home, or the digitization on demand and electronic delivery of the item.
Discovery would be via Libraries Australia and payment would be made by credit card.
•

Deep linking to more local library OPACs to facilitate users getting items without
rekeying search terms (this is partially implemented in the SBDS prototype).

•

Federated searching beyond the library and cultural sectors e.g. to statistical data

•

New federated search for Australian journals for better access to metadata and full
text
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1.1.11
•
•
•
•
•

•

Strengths and weaknesses

Libraries Australia has been very active in the last five years in attempting to recast
its services to address the 21st century information-seeker and its services are still
undergoing transformation.
Simple interfaces and relevance ranking give users more of the ‘Google-like’
experience they are used to, but more advanced features for the expert searcher still
exist (not yet in the SBDS prototype)
The options to ‘get’ the resource once discovered are prominent and efforts are being
made to make this as easy a process as possible
There are various strategies being pursued to take the catalogue data out to users
(Google, WorldCat, Facebook etc)
There are still many entry points to the collections and the nomenclature can be
confusing ‘Libraries Australia’ ‘National Library of Australia’ ‘Australian Libraries
Gateway’ etc. Branding probably needs to be looked at carefully for the new Single
Business Discovery Service so that the user has a much clearer idea of what exactly
they are searching.
Initiatives such as Facebook may prove not particularly fruitful, but as long as they do
not absorb many resources, there is no harm in trying them

1.2 LIBRIS (Sweden)
http://libris.kb.se/

An English-language version can be accessed from a link at the top of the page.

1.2.1 Nature of the service
LIBRIS is a co-operative service of affiliated libraries; the core is the national union
catalogue of about 6m records held at 175 libraries, the majority of which are academic
and research libraries, but also some libraries of museums and archives. A small number
of public libraries, mainly with particularly valuable local collections, also present some
of their holdings through LIBRIS. LIBRIS also includes the complete Swedish National
Bibliography. The service displays titles and library holdings information on a single
page, with links to full text where it exists, which may trigger authentication requests for
licensed material. All participating libraries do their cataloguing online in the central
LIBRIS union catalogue and MARC records are exported from LIBRIS to the local
library systems of each library. The LIBRIS database encompasses all types of materials,
including maps, printed music, e-resources and audio and video as well as books and
periodicals.
As well as the core services there are others, not all of which are open to all users:
•

LIBRIS uppsök, which searches undergraduate theses and diploma work in full text
from some Swedish universities and colleges
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•

•
•

Samsök: this offers cross searching and access to (among other things) full text in
licensed databases, enabled by MetaLib and SFX. All 40 research libraries
participating in the project have their own entrance to Samsök, and users must either
be within the institution’s IP-range or log in via a proxy. The service is designed to
enable better management and presentation of the specific databases to which each
library has access
Bibliotek.se provides a web interface for simultaneous searching both in LIBRIS and
in the Swedish catalogue for public libraries
An integrated search facility called Sondera, which allows users to search across
LIBRIS, The National Archival Database and The National Archive for Recorded
Sound and Moving Images, was launched in spring 2009.

1.2.2 Brief history
The LIBRIS project began in 1970, there was a test implementation in 1974, and the
system has been in use since 1980. There has been a free LIBRIS WebSearch service on
the Internet since 1997. The OPAC was completely rebuilt in-house and re-launched at
the end of December 2007 with a new system architecture and many new features.

1.2.3 Governance
LIBRIS is part of the National Co-operation Department at the National Library of
Sweden (KB). As well as responsibility for LIBRIS, the department generally supports
co-operation between libraries, including inter-library lending, manages and develops a
network of national resource libraries, and negotiates centrally for licences to electronic
resources on behalf of higher education and research libraries.
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1.2.4 Service/business model
•
•
•
•

LIBRIS is part of the National Library of Sweden, which is funded by the
government
The service is free and open to all, though some parts of the service give access to
restricted licensed resources
LIBRIS assists the rationalisation of the cataloguing process and provides wider
access to the collections of the libraries
It provides the infrastructure for interlibrary lending: 1 400 libraries in Sweden order
books and articles via LIBRIS

1.2.5 Getting access to an item
There are almost 400 Swedish libraries that are lending libraries within LIBRIS. As well
as local libraries offering an ILL service on their own OPAC, about 50 LIBRIS libraries
offer their users the Patron Request Routine, a mediated ILL service via LIBRIS
WebSearch; users can make a request for items not held at their local library via the
WebSearch, but the request is routed to the ILL librarian at their local library for
decision. The number of requests using this method increased rapidly from the start of the
service in 2005 to 2006, but the figure for 2008 was the same as in 2006, at 17,000.
Due to the greater availability of full text resources, the total number of ILL requests
through LIBRIS has been falling: it was 312 000 in 2008, compared with 580,000 in
1999.
Some of the material is freely available in full text and the link is clearly displayed.
Certain documents are freely accessible, but the service shows where an item is available
only to users at a particular institution (e.g. only for users at …). The service provides a
"Search outside LIBRIS" link on the title-information page to take users to Google Book
Search to check if full text is available there.
1.2.6

Usage and user behaviour

There were nearly 14m searches in 2006, with nearly 57,000 per day at peak times. In
that year, the use of terms in searches that indicate a knowledge of exactly what the user
is looking for - title (34%) or author (24%) - outweighed the use of keywords (32%),
while the other means of searching (by subject heading, date of publication, ISBN/ISSN
etc) accounted in total for only 10% of searches.
In 2008 the number of searches (definition: ISO 2789) was 12.6m, including searches via
APIs and Z39.50. LIBRIS made an interesting point about interpreting these search
numbers:
“The new version of WebSearch supports features like relevance ranking, spell checking
and faceted browsing, features that help the user to find wanted material faster and with
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fewer searches. The possibility to do further broader searches in the user interface also
makes an impact on the search statistics.”
This suggests that looking at numerical trends across fundamental redesigns of interfaces
and features is problematic.
LIBRIS began to use Google Analytics in 2008, and according to this, the service has
about 457,000 visits per month in term times and 300,000 visits per month in the summer
holiday months.
It is too soon to see if there is an effect from the exposure of the catalogue through
Linked Data.
User surveys and interaction with the service were an important part of the design of the
new service, but at present there are no plans for further user surveys or interviews,
though LIBRIS is interested in possible methods for measuring user satisfaction.

1.2.7 Strategy
1.2.7.1 Search improvements
The main aim of the redesign of the LIBRIS WebSearch service (a process described
below in the technical section) was to make search facilities ”as simple and intuitive as
possible” with hints on effective searching and the ability to do faceted browsing. The
interface is Google-like and book cover art, tables of contents and reviews have been
added for some titles. More titles by the author and related titles by subject are suggested
and the search can be extended to external sites e.g. Google Book Search, Google
Scholar, Scirus, LibraryThing. Other detailed information mainly of interest to librarians,
is kept under a different ‘details’ tab.
1.2.7.2 Making the link between finding and getting more seamless
There is a strong emphasis on the connection between finding and getting, with links to
the full text item prominently displayed where available and the holdings information,
with a Google mash-up map link, displayed immediately beneath the title details. Some
links go direct to the item in the local catalogue, others only link to the home page of the
OPAC.
1.2.7.3 Increasing external exposure of the database
LIBRIS is the first union catalogue or national library catalogue to be published as
Linked Data on the web in its entirety, with all its records, links and relations. The
impetus behind this move was the discovery during the OPAC redesign process that there
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was a lot of interest outside in getting access to the data in the LIBRIS database in a
machine readable way. Though it was recognized that this could be achieved already
using protocols such as z39.50, SRU/W or OAI/PMH, (and indeed the data is made
available in these ways and more), Linked Data would enable more information to be
exposed, as it would not just encompass the contents of the MARC records, but other
linked resources and even other data such as user annotations. It was felt also that using
Linked Data was a more Web-friendly way to expose the database; as it does not require
potential users of the data to acquire knowledge of each API it should enable users,
especially those from outside the library world, to make use of the data in ways which are
not yet envisaged. Using Linked Data was also seen as a way to achieve the obligation
laid on LIBRIS by the Swedish government “that LIBRIS systems shall be used as a
broad information resource for the improvement of information management within
research and higher education”. The implementation of Linked Data is discussed below
in the technical section.

1.2.8 Architecture/technical approach
•
•
•

•
•
•

Each publication is only registered once
A bibliographic record is created and the other LIBRIS libraries register their
holdings
MARC records are exported from the LIBRIS database to each member library’s
local system in several ways: through batch export, record by record through Z39.50
and specially developed export features (MARC21 has been the national cataloguing
format since 2001)
Export programs and routines are developed and maintained by LIBRIS staff
There are about 15 different local library systems in use among the LIBRIS libraries
Local library systems manage Circulation and Acquisition
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The rebuilding of the OPAC was completed after just over a year of development,
employing user-centred design and iterative development methodologies. Open source
tools were used “almost exclusively” with development in Java within a Unix
development environment. According to two of the main developers the decision to
develop in-house was taken because:
“There was no system that could meet our requirements. For example, we wanted to
experiment with relevancy ranking and had specific requirements regarding providing
faceted browsing without compromising performance. We also wanted to avoid vendor
lock-in and external dependencies. It was important for us to be in control over the whole
design and development process. This also makes for the ability to continuously develop
the system, even after the release.” 3
Extensive user involvement was of course part of the user-centred design process. This
included a survey of users of the old OPAC seeking views on improvements and new
features wanted, focus groups/workshops involving various types of participants
(students, academics, pensioners etc), interviews, and observed and filmed interaction for
usability testing. This is described in detail in the same article referenced above.
1.2.8.1 Implementing Linked Data

3

http://journal.code4lib.org/articles/561 Henrik Lindstrom and Martin Malmsten. User-Centred Design and
Agile Development: Rebuilding the Swedish National Union Catalogue Code4lib Journal, Issue 5, 200812-15
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In order to expose the records, it was necessary to make the Integrated Library System
accessible through HTTP. This was achieved by creating a Resource Description
Framework (RDF) server wrapper, enabling the delivery of RDF describing bibliographic
and authority resources on request and RDF describing the links between them. The
wrapper converts the ISO2709 bibliographic record into an XML representation of
MARC21, and a transformation is applied to the XML using XSLT (see figure x).
Persistent URIs were created using each record’s unique number. These URIs can be
dereferenced and will deliver the RDF when queried properly through HTTP content
negotiation. The data was loaded into a triple store using the Jena Semantic Web
Framework so that it could be queried using SPARQL, which can formulate queries that
would be very hard to achieve using SQL or full text search language.
The developers at LIBRIS responsible for the Linked Data initiative emphasise that they
did not attempt a perfect representation of the database; they took a “data first” strategy,
focusing on availability. In an interview, one developer stated that most of the focus in
the Semantic Web so far has been on the semantic part and the web part has tended to be
overlooked. They decided to use ontologies which were not library-specific, namely
Dublin Core, SKOS, FOAF, and Bibliontology, and where none seemed applicable
(FRBR relations, holdings) they made up their own. The main aim was to “provide
something to talk about as quickly as possible” 4 .

Source: Martin Malmsten Making a Library Catalogue part of the Semantic Web 5

4

Anders Soderback, Martin Malmsten LIBRIS – Linked Library Data
http://blogs.talis.com/nodalities/tag/martin-malmsten
5

Proceedings of the International Conference on Dublin Core and Metadata Applications, 2008
http://dcpapers.dublincore.org/ojs/pubs/article/view/927/923
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Essentially, the project does not create anything semantically distinct (it does not pretend
to do so) but translates from bibliographic to "semantic web" standards (RDF and
SPARQL) to provide more flexible discovery and query.

1.2.9 Future plans
1.2.9.1 SwePub
A service called Swepub is due to launch later this year, which aims to improve the
accessibility and visibility of research publications created by Swedish researchers,
including a growing share of OA web publications. The LIBRIS department will develop
technical solutions for harvesting data and creating the actual search service that will be
available within LIBRIS, both as a specific search service and as a part of LIBRIS
WebSearch.
1.2.9.2 Building on Linked Data
LIBRIS plans to increase links between its own data and those of other libraries and
knowledge organisations to add to the mainly internal linkages between resources that
have been exposed. It has already generated over 12,000 links to Library of Congress
subject headings in lcsh.info, This is seen as useful in allowing inferences to be made
about relationships which are not present within their system of subject headings, from
relationships present in LCSH. They have also made a few links to Wikipedia and
Dbpedia and plan to automatically extend the number of links to about thirty thousand.

1.2.10
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strengths and weaknesses

The LIBRIS interface is excellent and manages to pack an enormous amount of
information and functionality into one page without clutter
The service has implemented the ability to find related records by author and subject
very well
There are many useful user tools e.g. support for citations
While users can easily access full text and the process of finding a library with the
item is very easy, actually getting it is still a mediated process with no home delivery
apparently planned. This has to be seen in the national context, however.
The fact that the integrated search (Sondera) is separate still presents the possibility of
user confusion compared with an integrated approach with filtering
The service is taking seriously the issue of making its data available externally and in
ways that allow innovative use
It is also making options to users to search externally from within the service very
prominent and easy to use
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1.3 PiCarta (Netherlands)
http://www.picarta.nl/login/DB=2.41/LOGIN_WELCOME (This page requires a log-in.)

A free preview, with limited access to records and no full text, SDI or requesting
functions, is accessible and there is an English version available, here:
http://picarta.pica.nl/LNG=NE/DB=2.43/

1.3.1 Nature of the service
PiCarta is an integrated database offering search, request and alerting services to
academic and research libraries. The database contains bibliographic records, abstracts
and the full text of electronic resources. Users can also search WorldCat and Google
BookSearch from PiCarta. Although there are German and English interfaces to the
service, these are aimed at English and German speakers in the Netherlands only. 98% of
subscriptions to the service are in the Netherlands, with a small number in Belgium.
The core of the service is the Nederlandse Centrale Catalogus (NCC), the Dutch national
union catalogue, and a database of tables of contents of 17,000 current periodicals
(Online Contents). The NCC contains bibliographic references and the locations of
approximately 15 million books and almost 500,000 periodicals in more than 400
libraries in the Netherlands. The database is updated directly and continuously.
Externally-supplied databases are also visible to users on the front page of the service,
depending on the licence agreements in place at their institution.
As part of OCLC, the PiCarta service has an array of advanced search features and offers
alerting services for current awareness (SDI), personalization features and the ability to
save references in various forms. Its interface is slightly more like a traditional library
OPAC than some of the very pared down Google-like search boxes that are favoured by
some services, including WorldCat.org itself. The simple search gives users the default
choice of relevance ranking (date is also possible), but still requires slightly more
familiarity with information seeking skills than some services, or at least surfaces the
choices more explicitly. For example, even the simple search (which defaults to OR) can
be modified by drop down choices, and search results can be limited or expanded.
Icons next to the results indicate the type of resource e.g. article, book, video and relevant
subject headings at the side give ways to expand or narrow the search. The full record
screen also provides a link to the correct page in Google BookSearch.
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1.3.2 Brief history
There is a long history of library co-operation and shared cataloguing in the Netherlands.
PICA was set up in 1969 to co-ordinate joint catalogue building between 13 Dutch
university libraries and the National Library. PICA developed software for centralized
cataloguing (CBS) and for local library management. OCLC took a majority stake in
PICA in 2000 and it fully merged into OCLC EMEA in 2002, becoming OCLC PICA.
Online Contents, an initiative of the WSF group of 14 technically-oriented libraries, was
started in 1992. End user requesting started in 1995, as a result of the RAPDOC project to
establish a system for the rapid electronic delivery of journal articles in full text to
libraries and end-users. PiCarta was introduced in 1998 as an integrated discovery service
(union catalogue + online contents database).
The service was extensively redesigned in 2003, offering expert searching, improved
relevance ranking and a simplified interface. There was also a new version in 2007.

1.3.3 Governance
OCLC runs the PiCarta service, and jointly manages the NCC. There is no governing
board for PiCarta itself but the union catalogue (without Online Contents) is managed
within the framework of the Dutch Common Information Infrastructure, which has a
Steering Committee of representatives from the Royal Library, universities, the WSF (14
technically oriented public libraries), other public libraries, and representatives from
working groups reporting to this Steering Committee. Twice a year there is a formal
meeting with OCLC. There is a Board for Online Contents; it is more of a working group
with library staff members from WSF libraries, plus 1 from OCLC.
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1.3.4 Service/Business model
PiCarta is a subscription service which requires a username and password to use it. It is
not a generally available portal to the union catalogue. The general public has access to
different search and interlibrary loan arrangements through bibliotheek.nl and its
zoek&boek lending service. Public libraries can also get access to PiCarta through
another OCLC service, Publiekwijzer, which is a consortium deal with public libraries. It
provides both discovery and ILL, but according to OCLC, is used more for discovery
than ILL.
According to OCLC’s annual report 2007/8, PiCarta had “increased” revenues of
$300,000. In 2003 there were 670 subscribing libraries. No more up to date information
was available.

1.3.5 Getting an item
Full text is displayed where it is freely available or where the user belongs to an
institution with the relevant licence. The list of libraries holding a physical item are
displayed under the ‘availability’ tab when a title is selected from the results list.
The NCC database is connected to the Interlibrary Loan System, IBL. This makes it
possible to send requests for photocopies of articles or requests for books automatically
to these libraries that can supply the requested documents. Users may enter requests for
books or photocopies of articles themselves. In order to do so, they must have an IBL
account.
The end-user request service for interlibrary loan is offered by academic institutions and
the Royal Library (KB) to every user. There can be a difference in who is actually paying
for the service. Postgraduates sometimes get reimbursement by their university. WSF
libraries are offering it to their users, but on a much more limited scale. There are also
not-for-profit research organizations, governmental organizations and companies that use
the end user facilities to give their staff access to the direct request functions.

1.3.6 Usage and user behaviour
No user surveys have been undertaken in recent years. Usage statistics were published in
OCLC PICA’s annual reviews until 2004, but are no longer publicly available.
End user searches in PiCarta
2002 2,976,578
2003 3,835,777
2004 5,989,802
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Source: OCLC-PICA Annual review 2004

1.3.7 Strategy
Compared with the other services being considered here, there is much less explicit
public discussion of specific future plans for PiCarta, probably because it is under the
OCLC umbrella, and therefore partakes of the overall technical developments of the
OCLC generally.
Search is continually being improved. Relevance ranking and clustering of results
regardless of medium (using OCLC Work Identifiers) is in place.
In discussion with OCLC, probably the greatest emphasis in terms of where resource
discovery should be heading was placed on external visibility of the catalogue and on
seamless and unmediated relationships between finding a desired item and its delivery to
the end-user. In this respect, it doesn’t differ greatly from the other services’ priorities.
The means of achieving visibility is much more a given, however, as it is clearly via
WorldCat, as the following account makes clear:
“In February 2008, the Nederlandse Centrale Catalogus started updating WorldCat in real
time. Once in WorldCat the data is exposed to a global audience via the freely available
site WorldCat.org. The data is also formatted and made available for general harvesting
and is picked up in particular by Google Book Search and other major sites such as
Facebook. Many sites, including an increasing number of blog sites have downloaded the
WorldCat search box allowing direct searching from their pages. Other sites are
accessing WorldCat via their own programs using the WorldCat API.” 6

6

http://www.oclc.org/fr/fr/enews/2008/05/en_worldcat.htm
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1.3.8 Architecture/technical approach
Z39.50 copy
cataloguing
Cat/ILL
Cat/ILL
client
Cat/ILL
client
Cat/ILL
client
client

SRU record
d
l
End user delivery request
interface
PiCarta

GGC
(Union catalogue
maintenance)
Real time push
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TOC
Dutch online content

NCC
(Union catalogue display)

1.3.9 Strengths and weaknesses
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

It is hard to compare PiCarta with other services in that its principal user base is
distinctly academic (also some corporate and research institution users) and its
service is not open; many users will have more access to full text databases of
scholarly material than would be the case in the other services
PiCarta partakes of the technical resources of OCLC
Its close link with WorldCat means that its records are exposed very rapidly and
comprehensively for external discovery
The pre-paid non-mediated ILL service is innovative but lacks the ‘last mile’ physical
delivery, though for many of its users, electronic delivery is more relevant and as
noted above, they have access to more full text.
The interface is well designed but demands more of the user than some of the others,
but again, it is not for the general public
There seems to be little attempt to understand much about its users
It seems likely that future developments will occur as part of wider OCLC
.innovations rather than for PiCarta alone
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1.4 Libraries and Archives Canada
http://www.collectionscanada.gc.ca/index-e.html
http://amicus.collectionscanada.gc.ca/aaweb/aalogine.htm

Libraries and Archives Canada is a relatively new organisation, having come into being
in 2004. It is currently in a state of transition, both in terms of leadership, having had a
new Librarian and Archivist of Canada appointed in April 2009 and other changes in
senior management, and specifically in terms of strategy and implementation of new
initiatives, including resource discovery.

1.4.1 Nature of the service
Libraries and Archives Canada (LAC) provides a similar set of services to Libraries
Australia, with a core service, AMICUS, offering access to the union catalogue. There
are a number of other discovery points, such as Ancestors Search and Archives Search, as
well as links to popular digital resources, for example, Aboriginal Resources and
Services; the Dictionary of Canadian Biography online; and Canadian Information by
Subject which aggregates links to online resources worldwide relating to Canada.
These entry points lead to distinct services, which appear to have been created at different
times using different tools. AMICUS is clearly the major current resource discovery tool.
Federated search allows users to cross-search the services, but it is still thought by LAC
that people experience problems in finding what they are looking for and that the public
OPAC interface is difficult to use.
The AMICUS database hosts Canadiana, the national bibliography and its catalogue
covers the holdings of 1300 Canadian libraries as well as LAC’s own holdings. AMICUS
offers access to the published digital holdings of LAC, but also to digital holdings
reported by Canadian libraries to the National Union Catalogue. Access to some digital
collections is offered through portals of AMICUS, developed according to theme and
genre.
There is a major strategic initiative concerning resource discovery in progress and most
of the next sections will deal with future directions rather than looking at what is
currently in place.

1.4.2 Brief history
AMICUS has been in use since 1995. It was originally a subscription service but in 2001
it was made completely free to use. LAC came into being in 2004, succeeding the
National Library of Canada; the establishment of LAC brought a new focus on providing
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access to the documentary heritage of Canada. In 2002 there was a major redesign for
AMICUS on the Web. The project initiated usability tests to identify how AMICUS was
viewed by students, teachers and the public. The findings were then used to redesign the
interface and to remodel the service message to emphasize AMICUS as the Canadian
National Catalogue.

1.4.3 Governance
There are no formal bodies with external members governing resource discovery
services, these are simply part of the overall LAC structures of accountability.

1.4.4 Business/service model
The service is supported by the federal government as part of LAC funding. AMICUS is
free to use. It can be used with or without registration; registering allows users to access
personalization features and interlibrary loan as well as record downloading and Z39.50
access. Unregistered use provides basic and advanced search, including the location of
items within participating libraries, and facilities to save search results and email them.

1.4.5 Getting an item
AMICUS does show the location of items in its own collection and also in the collections
of participating libraries, but it is not very easy to find the information nor is it displayed
in a very simple or usable form. There are links to local libraries but they are to the home
pages, not deep linking. ILL is mediated by the user’s local library.
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The other portals give access to online resources, or details of how to consult physical
collections, or in some cases (e.g. genealogy) order photocopies of material.

1.4.6 Usage and user behaviour
LAC believes it knows too little about its users, especially those who are not traditional
researchers or other librarians, and it has taken steps to remedy this recently. It intends to
engage users fully in the redesign of its discovery services and also harness user
contributions to resource description and discovery through tagging, ratings and reviews
etc.
In terms of its public client base (as opposed to serving other libraries), the main purposes
for which clients access LAC collections have been recently identified as:
•
•
•
•
•

to undertake genealogical research
to support education, including primary-secondary, academic and life-long learning
to undertake long-term original research to produce substantial written works
to establish statutory benefits/rights or to support litigation
to create or enhance cultural or media products (including non-profit heritage
products).
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1.4.7 Strategy
Although the Resource Discovery Strategy has not yet been formally agreed, in
discussion it is clear that there are strong similarities with the approaches being taken by
the other national discovery services discussed in this report.
Identified priorities include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Exposing metadata widely to reach users in other discovery environments – taking
data to the user rather than expecting the user to come to the data
Enriching metadata and ensuring that as many resources as possible are described to
facilitate discovery
Implementing simpler, more powerful and intuitive search
Making the process of resource discovery more ‘self-service’, as people are now
more used to finding things by themselves
Leveraging Semantic Web technologies
Engaging users and encouraging user contributions via social tagging, rating and
reviews etc

There is less emphasis than in some other services on linkages to getting physical copies,
which is regarded as out of scope in the strategy.
Underpinning the strategy is a ‘client-centric’ approach, which explicitly recognizes the
value of segmenting the client base and offering services which are suited to the different
segments, while not favouring some segments over others.
Since 1 January 2007, Canada has had a legal deposit requirement for “online
publications”, (including books, magazines, annual reports, research papers and scholarly
journals). Providing discovery of a greatly increased influx of digital material (both open
access and restricted access within the Library) is one driver behind the strategy,
especially in relation to the creation of metadata.

1.4.8 Architecture/technical approach
The AMICUS library management software was developed between 1992 and 1995 by
CGI Information Systems and Management Consultants Inc. in partnership with the
National Library of Canada. It was also used by the Kinetica service in Australia.
AMICUS itself is offered through numerous presentation protocols such as AMICUS
OPAC, AMICUS WEB and AMICUS Z39.50. Widely-used metadata standards such as
AA2, MARC21, LCSH, CSH, RVM, Dewey, ISBN and ISSN are used. Shared
cataloguing is done either in Amicus, using Update Locations or by sending their MARC
records via the Machine-Readable Accessions (MARA) service.
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It is too early to know what technical approach is to be taken to implement the Resource
Discovery Strategy. Bids have been invited for replacing some systems in LAC, but there
are bound to be extensive discussions about issues such as ‘buy or build’ when
considering how to proceed, depending on what is seen to be available in the marketplace
compared with what is required.

1.4.9 Strengths and weaknesses
•
•
•
•
•
•

As LAC themselves acknowledge, there are some serious weaknesses in the current
resource discovery situation
There are many different portals to different collections and the user can easily get
lost in the cross-linkages; some are indexes and directories, others are full-text and it
is not always clear what the user is going to find at the end of the search
AMICUS is very much a traditional OPAC and as such, very off-putting to the user
accustomed to the Google environment
Getting facilities in terms of location of holding libraries are particularly impenetrable
(see screenshot).
However, the organisation is attempting an ambitious strategy to remedy these
deficiencies and they have a particularly strong emphasis on understanding users and
marketing to them
The decision to make physical delivery out of scope may seem at odds with what
other organisations are doing, but it does allow a strong focus on discovery alone

1.5 Other services
1.5.1 Gemeinsamer Bibliotheksverbund (GBV)
This regional grouping of more than 400 libraries of seven northern German states, which
has its own union catalogue, is noteworthy for running an online ILL service initiated by
the user and a document delivery service, Subito. Most titles can be requested online.

1.5.2 Montana
In 2006, OCLC conducted a home delivery experiment in the state of Montana, using
NCIP (NISO Circulation Interchange Protocol) involving the State Library of Montana
and 10 public libraries, one community college and one K-12 school. The results make
interesting reading 7 . The service was extremely popular with users, but required new
staff workflows and where NCIP functionality didn’t work as designed staff had a
significantly increased workload, though where it did time was saved. Nevertheless,
library staff were very much in support of the service in principle.
7

http://www.oclc.org/services/brochures/213652usf_montana_ncip_home_delivery_report.pdf
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1.6 Summary of features
The following tables are intended to summarise the key features of the services that have
been described in a way which permits some comparisons, and also to highlight the main
innovations which have been made.
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1.7 Features of national resource discovery services
Feature

Libris

Search

simple search box; extended search
(author/title/keyword/subject
headings/genre/identifier/publisher/date/library);
alphabetical browse; Boolean. Related records
links by subject and author.

PiCarta
PiCarta offers Boolean, proximity and
wildcard operators. Relevance
ranking Related records are
displayed. Identical records (versions
of same work) are displayed, Faceted
search is planned.

Integrated search

Sondera search simultaneously in NAD (Archives),
LIBRIS and SMDB (Swedish Media Database) to
get an overview of how a person or an event is
documented in TV, radio, writing and original
documents.

Personalisation

Can set preferred appearance (size, contrast),
language, search results format and also favourite
library, to which you can then limit searches if
desired. Maps mashups feature shows which
library holds a title. RSS feeds can be set up

Creating references

There is a 'cite' button under the catalogue
record, which allows users to cut and paste or
save the reference as a file in a number of formats
e.g. Harvard, RefWorks, or save it as a MARC XML
file. Supports Zotero.

Email

Send the record(s) as a link or in one of the
reference formats.

Search history

Last 20 searches. Permanent links can be created
and re‐used

searches during session, titles can
also be saved to 'My Shelf' during a
session

Lists libraries holding the item and map locations
from main page; Can search Google BookSearch
from within to get extract or full text if available.

Availability tab shows libraries
holding item, or icon shows full text.
Can link to Google BookSearch from
results

Location of resources

LAC

Libraries Australia

Search differs within
AMICUS and the other
portals

Simple and advanced search; truncation,
wildcards, Boolean. Relevance ranking.
Faceted browse and clustering planned

single search of all materials; icons
identify type in search results

No

Searches Australian National Bibliography
and Picture Australia, SBDS will search all

SDI alerts can be set up which repeat
a saved search and send results by
email

Registered users of AMICUS
can personalise aspects such
as the display, indexes and
libraries

Alerts, display ‐ only for subscribing members

Libraries Australia has implemented the
COinS standard. Supports Zotero.
Search results can be
emailed in either registered
or unregistered mode

‘My List’ feature

shows all searches in one session, cleared
after session

Links to holding libraries are
displayed in AMICUS record

Get this item' button prominent on results
page and full screen. Libraries holding the
item are listed and many take user direct to
catalogue entry in local OPAC. Google
BookSearch
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Full text

Some of the material is available in full text.
Certain documents are freely accessible by all,
while access to others depends on belonging to a
library with a licence.

Full text displayed online if the user's
institution has a licence

Book loan:
ordering/inter‐library
loan; other getting
options

50 libraries allow users to make orders directly by
filling in a form in LIBRIS (LIBRIS Customer
Orders).Many libraries offer the possibility of
ordering material on the Web through their Web
site or their online catalogue. Several libraries
provide instructions on this in Libris on the
“Interlibrary loan” link under the “Find” tab, when
the user has selected their favourite library.

ILL accounts are pre‐paid and
requests can be made directly from a
user with such an account. Material
is delivered to the 'home' library or if
electronic to the email inbox.

URL link if freely available online from within
result, or link to online ToC; other options
under 'Get this item' button

ILL is mediated through local
library,

Bookshop links are also displayed .There is a
home delivery pilot for physical items or
digitisation on demand
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1.8 Key innovations of national resource discovery services
Finding

Integrated search

LIBRIS
(Sondera);Libraries
Australia Single
Business Discovery
Service (SBDS);

Relevance
ranking

LIBRIS;
Libraries
Australia,
PiCarta

"Did you
mean...?"

LIBRIS;
Libraries
Australia
SBDS

Results
clustering

Libraries
Australia;
PiCarta

Faceted
search

Libraries
Australia
SBDS

Search
externally from
within service

LIBRIS (Google
BookSearch);
National Library
of Australia
catalogue

Exposed data to
external search
LIBRIS Linked Data;
Libraries Australia
ANBD data to
Google Scholar,
Google Book
Search, Yahoo. Can
search from
Facebook or a
search box
embedded in
website

Last mile
delivery
(physical)

Getting
Last mile
delivery(electronic
copies to email
inbox)

User‐
initiated
ILL

GBV (Subito);
Montana
experiment
using NCIP;
Libraries
Australia home
delivery pilot

PiCarta; Libraries
Australia digitisation
on demand pilot

PiCarta,
GBV
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1.9 National Resource Discovery Services: Drivers and Barriers
1.9.1 Drivers
Going where the users are

Changes in user behaviour, in particular the observed dominance of search engines as the
initial point of departure for most users (even academic researchers), is driving services
to increase the wider network exposure of the catalogue. This may be through a number
of methods: direct partnerships with Google and other search engines; through WorldCat
(or both); through Linked Data; though social networks etc.
Re-engineering interfaces

•

Services feel they must meet the expectations of users conditioned by their
experiences with discovery on the web

•

Ease of use (interface and user features)

•

Integration of collections regardless of media into single search

•

Emulation of commercial services, for example, adding book covers, reviews,
automated recommendations (related titles), social tagging

Linking finding more tightly to getting

Increasing access to digital full text where possible and improving back-end processes to
take users to their most convenient copy (or ideally take the copy to them directly)

1.9.2 Challenges
Technology is changing very rapidly

It can be difficult to know what direction to take and how best to try to future-proof
investments. There is also the issue of how to avoid being locked into proprietary
solutions but at the same time how to avoid the risks of internal IT development.
Internal barriers

Breaking down the barriers between systems, both in the technical sense of silos and the
human sense of ‘system’ is a major task. Libraries’ online services have often developed
in an ad-hoc fashion; websites have become sprawling, and portals have multiplied, with
large numbers of cross-links, varied points of entry, different help pages and navigation
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structures which may make sense on an individual basis but often show little overall
coherence to a visitor. This is the issue which Libraries Australia is trying to tackle with
its Single Business strategy.
Resources

There are many competing claims on resources, and the current economic climate is not
conducive to increases in public spending, while services that depend on library
subscriptions are not going to be able to increase their prices to fund new developments
Politics (mostly with a small ‘p’)

These can be on a large scale e.g. the recent questions over OCLC policy on catalogue
records, or internal politics. National libraries are large, bureaucratic organisations, and
are subject to national policy frameworks and targets and changing political priorities.
“The best is the enemy of the good”

Librarians often pride themselves on precision and attention to detail but the networked
world works differently, more like software development in terms of ‘beta’ releases etc.
This is compounded by risk-averseness, both in culture and in terms of the need to justify
the spending of public money, but some services do seem able to take risks.
The need for independence

Libraries want to be integrated more fully into the networked world but are wary of the
power of organisations such as Google and Amazon, or even OCLC. Getting the balance
right is a challenge.
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2 Commercial services
2.1 Commercial services: overview
A clear distinction needs to be made between two different types of commercial service
covered in this study: those such as Amazon, which are driven by a sales-based business
model and use resource discovery techniques to encourage customers to buy more by
presenting them with items that they have not specifically searched for; and services that
use a more conventional resource discovery model but are not funded by the public purse.
LibraryThing does not fall easily into either category, although its model is closer to that
of a standard resource discovery service than it is to a fully sales-based enterprise such as
Amazon.
Thus there are several very different points of interest in commercial services under
review here. A common factor is the way in which they stimulate the use or purchase of
resources by providing paths that are proactive – they inform the user about resources
that may complement those that they have actively searched for, as well as presenting the
results of search itself. In some cases, this presentation is independent of search.

2.2 Amazon

Amazon is now an internationally-known brand, dominating the online retailing sector. It
deals in low-value items such as books, CDs and DVDs as well as in higher-value small
items such as cameras, electronics garden tools, cosmetics and toys.
In terms of resource discovery, Amazon has a very wide range of features. They include:
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•

Standard search with ability to sort by relevance or other criteria such as price; this is
a simple interface—its main feature is the non-mandatory opportunity to select which
type of product the search can be limited to (books, music, electronics etc).

•

“Selected for you”, a personalised opening page based on browsing history

•

“What Do Customers Ultimately Buy After Viewing This Item?”, “Customers Who
Bought Related Items Also Bought” and “Look for similar items by category”
appearing on the product page for each item

•

User reviews and ratings. The reviews themselves can be rated by other users
according to their usefulness.

•

“Listmania”: users’ own lists of related products relevant to a particular category or
other product (lists of personal favourite CDs, for example)

•

“Look Inside” “Search Inside”: this feature allows users to search the full text and
look at sample pages from a reported 250,000 books published by 130 publishers.
Typically, the first few pages and the back matter are available as samples, and a few
pages either side of each occurrence of a search term. Amazon says that parts of each
book are always omitted.

Amazon URLs have also been widely adopted by internet users as a way of pointing
others to a book they are referring to, whether it is in the context of purchase or not.
Amazon URLs seem relatively stable, and even if a work is out of print will still provide
useful levels of detail.
Examples of this type of use include bloggers wishing to refer to a book, creators of
electronic documents such as reports and theses who would like to give an online
reference, and users wanting to post details to a community site or social media service
such as Facebook.
This raises the interesting question as to why Amazon is used instead, for example of
alternatives such as WorldCat or a similar national service, a publishers’ web page, or
even a personal cataloguing utility such as LibraryThing. There is no concrete evidence
that can provide an answer, but for many users the additional detail given on an Amazon
page for a book, sound recording or A-V recording is more useful than the simpler
bibliographic information found in a catalogue; many users outside the library field may
not even be aware of online union catalogues or bibliographic utilities; and it is likely that
the convenience factor means that users will make a single search to identify an Amazon
URL for a work and be content with that rather than spending the time seeking out a
publisher’s web-page, even if that gives much more detailed information about the book 8 .
8

It is our own practice in formal documents such as this report to refer to the publisher’s website where
possible, but to give an Amazon URL if the information is not available or more limited. It is too early to
tell if this strategy will lead to fewer or more references becoming out-of-date.
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Amazon assigns an Amazon Standard Identification Number (ASIN) to everything it
sells. If a book has an ISBN, this is used; if not, Amazon assigns a proprietary number of
its own.
It is this kind of presence and convenience that can create an industry standard. It is too
early to say that Amazon URLs are an industry standard at the moment, but they certainly
have that potential and some executives within the publishing industry will say
informally that in effect they see Amazon as already providing the industry standard for
resource discovery in relation to books.
2.2.1

Brief history

Amazon was founded in 1994 as an online book retailer in the US. Since then, its history
has been one of rapid expansion both internationally and in the range of goods it sells. It
now dominates the online book retailing sector, and is a major player in many other
sectors, including music and audio-visual retailing. It has acquired many other businesses
during the course of its development. It has diversified by providing services to other
businesses, and operates the online arm for a number of major retailers. It has also
introduced a marketplace scheme that allows independent merchants to set up a shopfront
on Amazon and customers to pay through their established Amazon account. Its major
failure is probably its abortive attempt to launch an auction service to compete with eBay.
Amazon became a listed public company in 1997. Although now profitable on an annual
basis, it has still made a cumulative loss over its entire trading period.
2.2.2

Governance

Amazon is a major public company listed on international stock exchanges, and its
governance system is therefore focused on a board elected by shareholders. The board
makes senior executive appointments. Users (customers) do not have any direct control
over the actions of the company.
2.2.3

User groups served

Amazon serves a large range of consumers for all types of goods. Popular areas of
business include books, recorded music, DVDs, electronics and software. Its market and
user-base is so generic it is hard to identify any particular user-group as dominant.
2.2.4

Open/closed

Amazon is largely a closed, proprietary service that allows users certain rights and
facilities without ceding overall control. It has developed its own proprietary identifier,
the ASIN and other merchants wanting to become associated with Amazon have to use
this.
2.2.5

Business model

Amazon’s primary business model is to sell as many easily stored and shipped items as
possible.
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Its secondary business model is to take a percentage of each transaction made by the
merchants who sell through Amazon. In the field of books, this includes many small
second-hand booksellers.
2.2.6

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2.2.7

•
•
•
•
•

Strengths

Size of transaction and behavioural databases
Size of user community
Established business model
Richness of RD approaches offers something to many different users
Richness of content database makes finding some relevant books etc likely
Personalised recommendations works well (although with occasional lapses)
Trust mechanisms not perfect but well-enough established to be effective
Large number of users citing Amazon URL as primary reference for resources
(books in particular)
Weaknesses

Too many different RD approaches cause confusion and sense of being
overwhelmed
User-contributed evaluations not transparent and can be gamed
Not clear which to trust and which to ignore
Community very generic, so RD results may not be as focused as services with
smaller, more coherent communities
Subject-based search emphasises recall rather than relevance
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2.3 LibraryThing

Of the commercial resource discovery services reviewed, LibraryThing may be the
closest model for new types of service relevant to learning and research communities. It
is used by members (registration is mandatory for anyone who wishes to use the main
functionality of the service) to catalogue their own collections (“libraries”).
LibraryThing members have catalogued nearly 43 million books: the total number of
works catalogued is around 4.8 million, suggesting that each work is catalogued by 10
members on average. Some 780,000 reviews have been contributed, covering 323,000
works (nearly 7% of the total works). LibraryThing allows users to pick cataloguing data
from some 694 sources, including the Library of Congress and the British Library as well
as many other national libraries and major university and public libraries. Six Amazon
sites, including the USA, Britain, Germany, France and Japan can also be used.
LibraryThing allows users both to edit their own records if they wish, and to contribute
records for items they cannot retrieve.
Resource discovery mechanisms used by LibraryThing include:
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•

Search, which takes two forms: search the user’s own content, and search across
areas of the entire site--users can specify whether they want to restrict the search
to just catalogue records or include areas such as the forum messages. A basic
single-box mode is used for the “own library” search, and a three box mode for
the entire database.

•

Tag cloud, using relative size of font to indicate number of times a tag is used.

•

Automatic recommendations 9 : this is a similar model to many others, using a
proprietary algorithm to generate recommendations based on books present in
other members’ libraries. It does not take the ratings of books into account.

•

Member recommendations 10 : members may recommend up to three other books
that they feel will appeal to readers of one of their own books. These appear in a
distinct “Member Recommendations” section on the book’s main page.

•

Common Knowledge: a feature that appears on each book page, allowing
members to add a wide variety of information about the book, including such
categories as the names of key people or characters, the first words, the last
words, famous quotations, prizes won, and even who wrote the blurbs.

•

Reviews: these are often of a very different standard to those found on more
mainstream, selling-oriented sites. Many are lengthy and well-informed, going
much beyond simple personal reaction (although those can easily be found here
too). LibraryThing will even provide free pre-release books to members willing to
review them.

•

The Suggester: a recommendation service that takes a single title selected by the
user and makes statistically-driven recommendations for other reading 11 .

•

The UnSuggester: an idea that turns the Suggester upside down, and returns a list
of book least likely to be found in a member’s library with the book originally
suggested 12 , 13 , 14 . The UnSuggester can also be used on a personal collection as
well as an individual title.

9

http://www.librarything.com/wiki/index.php/HelpThing:Recommendations
http://www.librarything.com/wiki/index.php/HelpThing:Recommendations
11
http://www.librarything.com/suggester
12
http://www.librarything.com/unsuggester
13
http://www.librarything.com/wiki/index.php/HelpThing:Profile/Recommendations/Unsuggester
14
This is both more interesting and more amusing than might at first appear. For example, the works of
Terry Pratchett are least likely to be found in libraries that also contain books on evangelical Christianity in
the USA, as well as one which contains anything by Dave Eggers or Roland Barthe’s Camera Lucida. The
anti-books to Darwin’s Origin of Species, by contrast, are in fact mainly chick-lit and knitting or crochet
titles. Readers of Foxe’s Book of Martyrs are also unlikely to enjoy chick-lit, cyberpunk fiction , or the
works of Haruki Murakami and (perhaps not surprisingly) Philip Pullman.
10
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2.3.1

Brief history

LibraryThing was founded in 2005 by Tim Spalding. Originally a personal cataloguing
utility, recommendation features were introduced in 2006. AbeBooks bought a 40% share
in that year, and in 2009 Cambridge Information Group also bought a minority share
(value undisclosed). As part of the AbeBooks stake, LibraryThing became the
recommendations provider to Abe Books. In August 2008 AbeBooks was purchased by
Amazon, which owns the rival Shelfari service.
2.3.2

Governance

LibraryThing is a privately-held company with minority external shareholders (one of
which is ultimately Amazon). Members exert influence on user-contributed content: if a
post is tagged as abusive by a number of members, its text will be removed. The name of
the poster will remain visible.
LibraryThing has appointed some users as “project managers” for particular initiatives
(for example, the Open Shelves Classification described below): although these members
have particular authority, it is derived from LibraryThing’s management rather than the
member-base.
2.3.3

User groups served

LibraryThing serves enthusiastic readers rather than professional librarians, although
there are many professionals using it. According to LibraryThing, at the time of writing it
has approximately 808,000 members. There are strong special interest groups.
Subjectively, the quality of discussion on the LibraryThing forums suggests an
enthusiastic and informed user-base. Posts are often lengthy and closely-argued, with
comparatively few single-line “opinion only” contributions.
LibraryThing for Libraries is a newer part of the service more directly aimed at practicing
librarians. It allows libraries to include content from LibraryThing such as reviews, tags
and tag clouds, and book recommendations.
Booksellers can add their shops to LibraryThingLocal, a part of the service that lists
members and events by locality,
2.3.4

Open/closed

The basic infrastructure of LibraryThing has been developed by the company and is
proprietary. The data is open; users can download the records for their enhanced records
for their own collections.
A recent initiative from LibraryThing is the Open Shelves Classification 15 , an attempt to
build a new open-source replacement for the Dewey Decimal System using input from
LibraryThing members. It is hard to tell how much headway this ambitious scheme has

15

http://www.librarything.com/thingology/2008/07/build-open-shelves-classification.php
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made: categories have been the subject of much debate. Eventually, it is hoped that the
OSC will be used by members to classify books they register with LibraryThing.
2.3.5

Business model

LibraryThing uses a conventional “freemium” model: users can catalogue up to 200
books using the free service; above that they have the choice of a $10 annual subscription
or a $25 lifetime membership. There are subscription rates for non-profit and for-profit
organizations, ranging from $15/year to $50/year.
It also uses affiliate schemes from a number of online booksellers, including Amazon and
Abebooks.
LibraryThing also offers integration to online services provided by local bookshops, but
does not take any of the transaction revenue that might arise from this.
2.3.6

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2.3.7

•
•
•
•
•
•

Strengths

High level of functionality
Rich set of data sources
Effective at its core task
Many additional features
Automated and human-driven recommendations systems
Has probably attained critical mass of members and data
Active community of members
Generally high level of contributed content
Revenue-generating business model
Opportunity to sell value-added information to libraries for their catalogues as
they struggle to keep up to date
Weaknesses

Vulnerable to well-resourced competitors such as Shelfari or Goodreads
Strategic position with regard to Amazon uncertain
Highly dependent on external data sources
Has been criticised for lack of interaction between members compared with other
sites (Goodreads in particular)
User interface and general design less appealing than competitors and slightly
dated
Still somewhat US-centric?
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2.4 WorldCat

WorldCat is operated by OCLC, and although OCLC charges for services related to its
cataloguing, access to WorldCat itself is free. WorldCat It now holds over 140 million
records from 71,000 libraries, and has been searchable by anyone since 2006. It is
presented to end-users as a single library catalogue that enables them both to identify the
correct details for a book and to locate a library that holds a copy. Librarians can edit
records and add new ones.
However, recently WorldCat has also introduced features aimed at the end-user
community, such as a mobile phone catalogue search, a “favourite books” listing service
and a review feature.
Searches return a standard bibliographic record and details of libraries that hold the item.
Additionally, WorldCat now allows users to add tags, reviews or comments, and to build
lists that can be accessed from the catalogue record. These are similar to Amazon’s lists.
Records also add a small number of related subject terms and “buy it” links to Amazon
and other online booksellers, and in some cases a “Users who read this book, also read”
section. Ancillary features include cover images where available.
2.4.1

Brief history

WorldCat was first launched by OCLC in 1971 when it began to aggregate the catalogues
of libraries. It has developed steadily since then, maintaining its focus on the library
community throughout 16 . It is only recently that it has begun to add some of the readerfacing features noted above.

16

http://www.oclc.org/uk/en/worldcat/default.htm
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2.4.2

Governance

WorldCat is operated by OCLC. OCLC itself is governed by a Board of Trustees (over
half the members are librarians) and a Global Council of librarians, who are elected by
Regional Councils of member libraries.
Users and members have some influence: the recent proposed policy change (see below)
was withdrawn after protests by a significant number of libraries and individuals.
2.4.3

User groups served

WorldCat as a database of records is mainly of interest to librarians to assist cataloguing.
As a service, WorldCat is presented as of interested to non-professional users, and has
clearly attracted some. However, it is hard to tell how many it has attracted 17 .
2.4.4

Open/closed

WorldCat’s records are contributed by many different libraries, and are freely available to
any user willing to comply with OCLC’s Policy for Use and Transfer of WorldCat
Records 18 . The policy itself is currently under review: a proposed revision caused
controversy as it was seen to impose new restrictions on usage, and in the end it was
withdrawn after review by a specially-convened board 19 . A new version had not been
released at the time of writing but is reported to be under development.
WorldCat records are MARC format: this is extensively used and details are freely
available; to all intents and purposes it can be regarded as an open standard.
WorldCat also provides tools that allow other websites to embed a WorldCat search into
their pages, a Facebook plug-in, and an API that allows the full range of search
functionality to be used by other websites directly from their own interfaces. The
relevance and viability of these tools obviously depends on the continuing ability to use
the WorldCat data without charge.
2.4.5

Business model

WorldCat itself does not charge for use of the records, but it is of strategic importance to
OCLC in its overall business: OCLC itself has described it as the “…focal point of
OCLC’s Web-scale strategy” 20 . WorldCat is essentially the underlying database for all of
OCLC’s services: this means that is very likely to be sustainable in the long term, but
there may be some management of its mission to fit with other OCLC strategies.
2.4.6

•
•

Strengths

Undoubted depth of catalogue content
Focused functionality on core mission as a utility

17

As a comparison, there are, for example, 11 user reviews for the popular teen novel Twilight, by
Stephanie Meyer, on WorldCat, and over 1,100 on LibraryThing.
18
http://www.oclc.org/worldcat/catalog/policy/
19
http://www.oclc.org/worldcat/catalog/policy/board/default.htm
20
http://www.oclc.org/WorldCat/web/default.htm
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•
•
2.4.7

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Backing from an organisation with extensive and sustainable resources (including
financial resources)
Powerful in market and industry
Weaknesses

Not as strong in automated resource discovery as it is in traditional user-initiated
search
User-contributed content lacks depth and range
Value of community functions to core mission unclear
Little sense of use as destination site; still essentially a utility
May be finding it hard to broaden its appeal to end-users
Power in market has lead to controversy
Dependent on continuing licence to operate from contributing libraries

2.5 ‡Bilblios.net
‡Bilblios.net (the double-dagger is part of the name) is not really a resource discovery
service per se, but is focused on cataloguing. The surrounding services such as forums
also concentrate on cataloguing. The service consists of an open source web-based
cataloguing application and a database of catalogue records. The database of records can
be used by other records editing software – it is not restricted to the ‡Biblios application.
The database is claimed to contain thirty million records drawn from various sources
including Talis’s Union Catalogue and Talis Base. Records are also contributed by users.
This offers a very similar service to OCLC’s WorldCat (see Section 2.4).
The service also offers person-to-person messaging (essentially a closed email service)
and forums, which are mainly used for user-to-user support.
It does not offer any recommendation or evaluation systems, and records are only
discovered by search: there is no suggestion mechanism for related information.
Records can be modified or contributed by users, and upload directly to the database. The
system relies on other librarians to correct any errors in the record. ‡Bilblios.net also
includes a built-in federated search system allowing catalogers to find records from any
Z39.50 target.
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2.5.1

Brief history

‡Biblios.net was launched in 2008.
2.5.2

Governance

The ‡Biblios.net service is operated by LibLime, a privately-held company. The main
way for users to communicate with the company seems to be through the forums,
although they are not all that active.
2.5.3

User groups served

‡Bilblios.net is targeted at librarians, and cataloguers in particular, rather than readers
interested in cataloguing their own books. It can be used by ILS suppliers to provide a
collection of records for their clients (as an alternative, for example, to using WorldCat).
2.5.4

Open/closed

‡Bilblios.net is an open source service. All records can be made available under the Open
Data Commons licence 21 . Open Data Commons is a Creative Commons-like licence that
allows free sharing of data: it is a Public Domain Dedication License (PDDL) that
permits that anyone to use, modify and distribute the records, or the entire database itself.
The records from any contributing library are therefore available to anyone to use in any
way they wish.

21

http://www.opendatacommons.org/
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2.5.5

Business model

The business model is one that is becoming common in the open source model: the basic
editor and the database are available free of charge, but LibLime charges for value-added
solutions such as hosted library cataloguing services and for support.
2.5.6

•
•
•
•
•
•

Very focused on specific activity and user community
Offers a very cheap and effective way for libraries to locate and acquire catalogue
records
Active community prepared to help one another resolve technical issues
Substantial existing database of records saves users’ time and creates at least baseline
consistency
In theory, quality should improve as users edit and revised records (long-term)
Commitment to providing records under a public domain dedication

2.5.7

•
•
•
•
•

Strengths

Weaknesses

Comparatively complex to use
Documentation limited
Potential quality problems with open editing approach
Too early to determine if the business model will be sustainable
Presence of strong alternative (WorldCat) with more data but more restricted usage
terms

2.6 Commercial services: features
2.6.1 Search
The role of “search” (here considered as search for terms initiated by the user) varies
widely across services and user groups. The traditional trade-off between high recall and
high relevance remains important, but in commercial services such as Amazon, the trend
is towards simple interfaces that emphasise recall and leave the user to browse through
results to make a final selection. The approach chosen is driven by commercial
objectives: it is in Amazon’s interest that its search is to some extent “baggy”: it wants
(indeed, needs) users to see a wider range of items than simply those they have searched
for.
To overcome this, services such as Amazon use various forms of fuzzy matching to
generate search results. An imprecise search will frequently return highly relevant
resources which can either be hand-picked from a list according to the user’s own
preferences, or be selected through reference to one of the different types of evaluation
mechanism (reviews, star or numerical ratings, “final purchase” choices made by other
users). Despite the size of databases such as Amazon’s, the focus on recall does not result
in search result sets that are too large to be of any use. Relevance ranking is significant in
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this, but as most of the techniques used are proprietary to the firm concerned it is not
possible to go into any of the practical issues needed to make it work.
In a much more focused service such as ‡Biblios.net, search is more precise as users will
generally be seeking to locate a specific metadata record rather than seeking to identify
and evaluate content.
‡Biblios.net presents the more complex interface, not least because in order to search the
catalogue and create or modify records, a separate Java application is downloaded. This
is a form-structured query and display:

LibraryThing sits somewhere between the two: its matching is relatively strict, but
presents the user with alternatives that seem to be close matches in a way that allows the
user to select one as the correct result. The user can select from a wide variety of search
data (mainly online library catalogues)
Many individual features have been added by the different services to enhance search, but
the one that is perhaps most curious is LibraryThing’s use of CueCat, a barcode scanner
that plugs into the USB post of a PC. CueCat itself is a defunct technology no longer
made or supported, but LibraryThing is selling the device for $15 (presumably purchased
directly or indirectly from the liquidator) for use with ISBNs: all users have to do to
locate a record for one of their books is to scan the ISBN barcode.
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2.6.2 Personalisation and tools for users
2.6.2.1 Features that automate recommendations
Many services use some form of tool that provide automated recommendations. These
are important to the business model of providers such as Amazon: it has been asserted
that “Amazon makes 20-30% of its sales from recommendations. Only 16% of people go
to Amazon with explicit intent to buy something” 22 . The former is relatively easy to
believe; however, that only 16% of Amazon visitors have a purchase in mind seems
rather unlikely: it is likely that the definition of “explicit intent” is the issue here.
Nevertheless, the value that this particular form of resource discovery can contribute to a
business (20-30%) is very important.
LibraryThing also uses recommendations as part of its core resource discovery strategy.
These take the form of automated recommendations based on the user’s books, and
member recommendations: these are explicit recommendations from people who have a
particular book and are recommending another book to other readers of the original.
LibraryThing also makes use of a networking model, and uses it to link show users what
others who share some of the same books have recently added, regardless of whether the
book is directly related to another or not.
Tag clouds are becoming increasingly common on websites, and in the group
LibraryThing displays the most integrated use of clouds. A tag cloud shows the relative
frequency of tags attached to a work by readers, and as a resource discovery mechanism
can work well where the tags applied are not always obvious. For example, this selection
for George Orwell’s 1984 contains many obvious tags (Orwell, Big Brother etc) (Note:
these are the highest-frequency tags: the entire list can be displayed) 23 :

However, the “dystopia” tag does allow users to discover a wide range of other works,
including some that are less likely to be familiar than 1984 24 :

22

http://blog.kiwitobes.com/?p=58
http://www.librarything.com/work/1472
24
http://www.librarything.com/tag/dystopia
23
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2.6.2.2 Features that allow many-to-many communication
Both Amazon and LibraryThing use many-to-many communication as part of their
content and transaction strategies. These include reviews, forum postings and ratings
features.
2.6.2.2.1 Do these features contribute to resource discovery?

We need to distinguish between resource discovery and resource evaluation. Evaluation
systems allow services not only to make recommendations, but to evaluate–usually
through some form of short text review or a star-rating system. An interesting issue is
whether or not evaluation mechanisms such as user reviews are strictly resource
discovery or resource evaluation tools.
We believe that it makes most sense to consider evaluation as a key part of the discovery
process, especially where it helps distinguish between two or more ostensibly relevant
resources. User-oriented commercial services make extensive use of recommendation
services, and their overall impact can be considerable. However, we believe that there is a
case for studying actual use of these services in more detail, as anecdotal evidence
suggests that the use made of recommendations and the way they are found is not limited
to use within the service itself, but may be used for activities carried out on other sites.
2.6.2.3 Features that encourage user-contributed content for resource
discovery
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All of these services, with the exception of Amazon, encourage end-users to create
records that can be used by others (as opposed to informal content such as reviews). At
present these features exist, but none of the services is promoting them very heavily. It
seems as if they would prefer users to adopt records already imported from libraries or
other catalogues: This may be helpful in that it provides some assurance that quality is at
least acceptable, and it is hard to imagine that any reasonable volume of records could be
achieved without such sharing.

2.6.3 Relationship with generic discovery services
The role of the generic search engines in resource discovery is interesting, but complex.
Some RD services have become very adept at understanding what leads to a high ranking
in organic search results 25 ; others appear to find it difficult to get details of a resources
into a reasonable position on the rankings (top twenty or better), even if the search term is
specific enough to be likely to find an item in the top twenty results returned. This means
that some services may go undiscovered by users and may therefore remain tools for a
largely specialist user-base. Clearly, among the commercial services considered here
Amazon manages to achieve relevant results high on the list for both organic search and
paid results. For the smaller services, this is harder to do.

2.6.4 Features that aim to expand the user-base
•

•
•

Building volume in the user base is essential if proactive RD is to work: it is
needed both to form a database of user behavior that can lead towards
recommendations, and for the lively and varied community content that drives
usage
Community features may be especially important to bring in numbers of users
through viral mechanisms
Establishing a brand is very important here: the brand recognition of
LibraryThing, for example, is probably much higher among library users and
serious bookbuyers than competitors such as Shelfari—even though Shelfari
is owned and operated by Amazon

2.6.5 Commercial services and the semantic web
Semantic technology is mainly used in the back-end of the commercial services. Some
recommendation services make use of semantic technology in their automated
recommendations but at present there does not seem to be much use made of semantic
web technology, the main purpose of which is to allow web sites and services to
interoperate seamlessly: all the commercial services analysed here are rather selfcontained other than in the field of the actual data they use. A reviewer, for example, will
25

The term ‘ organic’ in relation to search results refers to the ranking achieved by sites through the search
engine’s algorithm, rather than paying for listings. Many organisations devote considerable time and money
to attempting to optimize their organic search engine ranking
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have to post separately to LibraryThing, Amazon and WorldCat: in a more interoperable
scenario, she would be able to make a single post (perhaps to her own blog) and then
indicate which sites she wished the review to appear on.
Whether the inherent polarity between the competitive advantage closed proprietary
services are often thought to bring (especially by their owners) and the advantages to the
user of interoperation across multiple services will be resolved in the near future is
beyond the scope of this study. However, at present the value of interoperation seems to
be much less important than developing a rich feature set within a closed world. The
same is broadly true in other areas such as music and film (Apple has little incentive to
make iTunes interoperable with other music services, for example; IMDB has little
incentive to share reviews with other movie sites). Those who see the potential of the
semantic web might note that the closed worlds of proprietary online services such as
AOL and the early MSN eventually had to give way to the world of interlinked web sites
using open protocols; however, those sites themselves have largely remained distinct
from one another, with different user interfaces, different information architectures and
different approaches to search. They may use a fundamentally similar underlying
architecture based on content management systems, relational databases and various
forms of scripting languages, but the ways in which these are implemented differ
considerably. There seems at present little reason to predict that any of the services
analysed here are likely to break from that model as long as their closed-world business
models are sustainable.
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2.7 Commercial services: drivers
Key drivers include:
•

The desire of users to increase the scope and reduce the risk of their
purchasing

•

Their desire to pass on their own knowledge and opinions to other members of
the community

•

Users’ valuation of the opinions and knowledge of others and their willingness
to trust it

•

Need for a business model, especially one that enables partnerships

•

Maintaining a competitive position compared with other services. This takes
the form of additional features, user-friendly interface, depth of content and a
sufficiently large user community to maintain content and ensure freshness

2.8 Commercial services: barriers
•

Strong leading competitor makes it hard for others to get traction

•

Small numbers of users and small volumes of metadata will restrict the
usefulness of both automated and human-based recommendation and
evaluations services

•

Services need to establish trust with their community—both directly in the
service itself and in the behavior of members of the community

•

Level of active community participation remains comparatively low, meaning
that services have to attract a large number of users in order to have sufficient
active contributors.

•

The commercial resource discovery services investigated focus on books
Other types of resource discovery—especially for articles—is of less interest
as they do not create a revenue model. There are commercial services using a
subscription model that do specialize in article discovery and delivery, and
these may be worth comparing with the book-oriented commercial services at
some stage.

•

In some cases, potential competition from commerce-driven or advertisingdriven free services that do not need to charge subscriptions

•

Continuing access to (preferably open) sources of data required for
sustainability
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3 Conclusions
3.1 National Resource Discovery Services: Conclusions
•

All the national resource discovery services under consideration understand that
change is vital if library catalogues are to retain relevance and visibility in the wider
networked discovery environment

•

Some have made more progress towards change than others: LIBRIS and Libraries
Australia stand out in that respect, though PiCarta cannot be considered sensibly in
isolation from WorldCat and OCLC. The Canadian service recognises the need for
fundamental change in its discovery strategy but is only just embarking on that
process.

•

One of the key changes needed is attempting to ensure that after successfully luring
the user via a visible link on a search engine, he or she does not experience too sharp
a jolt when entering the world of the library catalogue from the world of Google Book
Search, for example

•

While libraries are right to note that many users want to be able to contribute content
as well as passively consume it, it would be a mistake to imagine that library
catalogues can themselves become a locus for community online. Harnessing
collaborative tagging may be possible, but the problem will be scale. Importing tags
from LibraryThing, or pointing to reviews on Amazon is much more likely to deliver
the necessary critical mass of content and this seems to be recognised.

•

National libraries need to invest much more time and effort into understanding the
behaviour of their users and potential users, and particularly tracing the journeys users
make and the points where they hit obstacles (for example in trying to get an item) or
are diverted into other services (this can be for good as well as bad reasons).

•

They also need to segment their user bases and make more concerted efforts to design
services to fit these groups, as well as marketing their services more effectively

3.2 Commercial services: conclusions
The key conclusions arising from examining the commercial services are:
•

There are good models for developing and presenting a resource discovery
service that will attract end-users

•

At least some end users are willing to pay subscriptions
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•

Proactive resource discovery does provide value-added for both users and the
RD service itself

•

Hybrid business models with income coming from several sources are
feasible, although it is hard to predict the income they may generate in the
long term

•

Open-ness is good for reputation and may add value, but may not be as
significant as presenting a well-rounded and well implemented set of features
and functions

•

The demand for open-ness can create problems for services that are not fully
commercial but wish to retain control over how their data is used

•

Access to open data sources is essential for the sustainability of some services

•

Volume of both users and metadata is crucial to the success of both automated
recommendations systems and evaluation services

•

Development of a user community that adds content does enhance the service
in the long term, but in terms of building a volume of records access to other
large RD services is probably more significant in the early stages

•

The financial investment required to achieve these may be significant

•

A user community that communicates on a one-to-many and many-to-many
basis allows the development of features such as evaluation services

•

It is too early to say whether user editing of resource discovery metadata will
be significant in improving quality

•

It is not clear how significant presence in generic search engines is to
developing traffic in RD services

•

Recommendation and evaluation RD services are important tools for
enhancing sales both for merchants who deploy them directly, and (perhaps
more significantly for this study) may also drive purchases through affiliate
schemes

•

Linking to other services or even interoperating with them may provide useful
value-added that retains users but is less likely to result in high levels of traffic
unless reciprocal agreements are well-implemented
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3.3 Conclusions: national and commercial services
•

Scale is vital for user-generated material: both the size of the user community and the
size of the metadata collection will make a considerable different to a service’s ability
to attract and retain users.

•

The increasing dependence of resource discovery services (both commercial and noncommercial) on a number of large external datasets is of interest. This
interdependence seems to be at the data level: as yet, functionality is not shared
between the resource discovery services studied here. Although not at the moment an
area for concern, dependence on data from other resource discovery services can
cause some problems—as the recent reaction to OCLC’s change of policy on
WorldCat records illustrates. In the long term, it may pay to monitor the risks of a
monoculture for data. Models that allow many smaller services to contribute data, or
for their data to be used in real-time, may offer some insurance against data
monocultures.

•

More needs to be done to understand user journeys: individual sites monitor what
users do, but the way they move between different sites is not known. This would
help analyse how users get to resource discovery services and what they do once they
have finished. Understanding user journeys would also help to elucidate the
relationship between (for example) either identifying a book through Amazon and
then using a union catalogue to locate a copy to borrow; or finding something in a
union catalogue that was not available to borrow locally and purchasing a copy. (This
is one of our more important conclusions).
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